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Overview'
Common'and'less'common'mental'
health'issues'
'
Why'mental'health'ma@ers'ma@er'
'
My'favourite'strategies'to'support'
conscious'(vs'reac-ve)'choices'
'
SelfDtalk,'stress'beliefs'and'stress'
management'
'
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DISCUSSION'QUESTIONS'
'
Mental'health'challenges?'
'
Common'situaPons'arising?'
'
Common'challenges'for'leaders?'
'
' Simpler______________Complex'

Recognising#Mental#Health#Issues#
#

Stress###
Anxiety#
OCD#

Depression#
Bipolar#disorder#

Psychosis#/#Schizophrenia#
###Substance#abuse#
EaJng#disorders#

Personality#Disorders''
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SupporPng'Mental'Health'Makes'
Good'Business'Sense'

•  3.2'days'per'worker'lost'each'year''
•  StressDrelated'workers’'compensaPon'~'$10'billion'each'year'
•  25%'of'workers'had'Pme'off'for'stressDrelated'reasons'
•  Work'stress'in'50%'of'all'PI'claims'vs'harassment'/'bullying'in'

~25%'of'PI'claims'
•  Australian'businesses'lose'~'$7'billion'each'year'failing'to'

provide'early'intervenPon'and'treatment'for'employees'
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Individual Consequences of Stress 

Stress 

Psychological 
•  Anxiety 
•  Depression 
•  Low self-esteem 
•  Poor memory 
•  Poor decision-

making 
•  Sleeplessness 
•  Family problems 
•  Burnout 

Behavioral 
•  Excessive smoking 
•  Substance abuse 
•  Accident proneness 
•  Eating disorders 
•  Harm / Self-harm 

Physiological 
•  High blood pressure 
•  Muscle tension 
•  Headaches 
•  Ulcers, skin 

diseases 
•  Impaired immune 

systems 
•  Impaired libido 
•  Musculoskeletal 

disorders 
•  Heart disease 

Work-Related 
Stressors? 

Role 
Ambiguity 

Work 
Overload 

Conflict 

Resource 
Inadequacy 

Working 
Conditions 

Management 
Style 

Monitoring 

Job 
Security 
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Demand-Control Model of Stress  

Passive 

Active 
(EUSTRESS) 

High Strain 
(DISTRESS) 

Low Strain 

Job Demands 
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b 
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 High 

Low 

High Low 

Remember:'You'Never'Don’t'Have'Choice'
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Mindful Brains   

11 

“We create non-reactivity by 
developing circuits in our brain that 
enable the lower emotion-generating 
circuits (limbic area) to be regulated 
by the higher modulating ones 
(prefrontal cortex or PFC). Mindful 
awareness directly influences non-
reactivity by altering the 
connections between the PFC and 
the limbic area”.  

- Dan Siegel, The Mindful Brain 

Be'Aware'of'Thoughts'
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“Should/Have'to”'Thinking'

•  “I'have'to”'!''I'get'to!'"'

•  I'have#to#do#this#talk#!#I#get#to#do#this#talk#
•  I#have#to#clean#the#floors#!#I#get#to…#

Decide'to'enjoy#/#value'where'you'are#and#what#
you’ve#already#got.#

Power'of'‘Even'Though’'

Even#though#I#am#scared#(angry,#depressed,#
uncomfortable,#irritated),#I#can#…#
'
What'sort'of'person'do'I'want'to'be…?'
'
What'discomfort'am'I'willing'to'sustain'in'
service'of'my'values'and'needs?'
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The'Power'of'AND'

•  I'want'to'do'that'BUT'I'am'scared'

•  I'want'to'do'that'AND'I'am'scared'
•  I'am'irritated'AND'I'can'be'kind'
•  I'am'depressed'AND'I'can'make'that'call'
•  I'am'Pred'AND'I'can'do'this'anyway'

ConversaPons'with'yourself'

•  ‘I#can’t#deal#with#it!’''‘It’s#too#much’'
•  Really?'Is'that'true?'Try'the'opposite…'
•  “I#can#trust#myself#to#handle#this”#
•  “I#don’t#have#to#face#this#alone”#
•  What#would#a#paJent#colleague#do#right#now?#

Your'body'believes'your'thoughts'
'if'you'believe'them'–'Byron'KaPe'
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How'Do'Lobsters'Grow?'
Stress'as'sPmulus'for'courage'and'growth'

'

Make'Stress'Your'Friend'–'Kelly'McGonigal'
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Individual Stress Management 

• What is truly important? 
• Exercise regularly 
• Be realistic 
• Systematic relaxation 
• Meditate 
• Develop planning skills 
• Simplify your life 
• Delegate 
• One thing at a time 

• Avoid unnecessary 
competition 

• Accept personal limits 
• Develop social support 

networks 
• Focus on enjoying what you 

do 
• Go easy with criticism 
• Take time off 

Organizational Stress Management 
•  Nurture individual autonomy and control 
•  Ensure that individuals are compensated properly 
•  Maintain job demands/requirements at healthy levels 
•  Ensure staff have adequate skills to keep up-to-date 
•  Increase involvement in important decision making  
•  Provide for career development 
•  Improve communication to reduce uncertainty and 

ambiguity 
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Managing'Boundaries'
•  Helping'versus'counselling#

•  Leading'versus'parenJng#

•  RealisPc'expectaPons'D'you'don’t'have'to'solve'it'straight'away'

•  ConfidenPality'limits'

•  Appropriate'behaviour'in'the'workplace'

•  Equitable'treatment'

•  Friendships,'Higher'v'lower'performers,'Liking'v'disliking'

Wellness Programs 
Estimate suggests J&J�s program saves the 
company $22 million per year. The initiative has 
achieved several goals: 
•  91% of employees tobacco free 
•  90% of employees blood pressure of 140/90 or better 
•  85% of employees with total cholesterol below 240 
•  75% of employees physically active, defined as 30 minutes of 

activity three or more times each week 
•  60% of employees trained in resilience/stress management 
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Enact'SoluPons'
'
ConfidenPal'Counseling,'MediaPon,'Coaching'and'Training'
'
Head'office'north'Brisbane'plus'onDsite'visits'
'
Psychologists,'HR'experts'and'hypnotherapist'
'
Phone'1300'669'338'
'
www.enactsoluPons.com.au'
'

Thank'you!'
'

e:'rachel@enactsolu-ons.com.au'


